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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
0.1. This thesis contains a study of a few multiplier problems in 
hannonic analysis. The following description of a multiplier 
problem will be adequate for our purposes. Suppose that Y and Z 
are topological vector spaces of extended real-valued functions _over 
a Hauadorff, locally compact, abelian group G. He shall assume that 
Y and Z are invariant under the translation operators T , X 
X 
in G. 
The multiplier problem is to characterise those continuous linear maps 
of Y into Z which commute with all the translation operators. 
Such maps are called multipliers Y ~ Z. 
We try to express such a multiplier as a convolution with a fixed 
.generalised function belonging to a known class. Our main concer.n 
throughout will be with multipliers of Sobolev spaces into other 
Sobolev spaces. 
Chapter O consists of definitions and premliminaries. In 
chapter 1 we give characterisations of multipliers 
(a) C(G) n Lp(G) ~ C(G) n Lq(G), 1 < p, q < ~ ; 
(b) between certain classes of weighted Lebesgue spaces; 
(c) between certain special Sobolev spaces. 
Chapter 2 is devoted entirely to studying multiplier problems in 
Sobolev spaces. Apart from section 2.1 the Sobolev spaces used in 
chapter 2 are all on the additive group of finite (but otherwise 
arbitrary) dimensional Euclidean space. Although some multipliers are 
characterised therein, sections 2.2 and 2,3 are devoted to laying the 
ground for the main result which appears in section 2.4 and which 
completely characterises the multipliers of the Sobolev spaces 
for 1 < p, q < oo. 
A simple but incomplete characterisation of similar multipliers is 
given in section 2.3. 
2. 
3. 
0.2 
We now define the concepts used in this thesis and establish our 
notation. 
0.2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We will denote the set-theoretic difference of two sets A and B 
by 
P fl (\ n. , An o B or A ... B Ari' u 
The letter R will always denote the additive group of all real 
numbers equipped with the usual norm topology. ,.,k - \. we shall By 
mean the product of k copies of R endowed with the topology 
defined by the norm 
I lxl I 
k 
= ./ l 
i=l 
2 
x. 
1 
where x = (x1 ,x2, ... ,xk). A complete list of the notation we will 
adopt in connection with Rk appears in subsection 2.2.1. 
The usual pointwise derivative of a real-valued function f defined 
on R will be denoted by af ; 
i.e. a f (a) lim f(a+h)-f(a) = h+O a 
The distributional derivative of a distribution T, defined as 
in Edwards [1] p.303, will be denoted by DT. 
,) 
We note that for absolutely continuous functions the distributional 
and pointwise derivatives are identical. 
4. 
Let X be a locally compact abelian group. 
LP= LP(x) denotes the usual 
Lebesgue space of functions whose p-th power is integrable with 
respect to Haar measure on X. We will not distinguish notationally 
between a function and the class of functions which are equal to it 
except on a set of measure zero. The usual nonns will be employed: 
11 £ 11 p 
L 
1 
= [ f I f (x) I p dx] p , 
X 
I 1£1 I 
00 
= ess.supjf(x)j. 
L 
We shall abbreviate I 1£1 I p to 
L 
11£11 • p 
if 1 ~ p < oo; 
We now define Sobolev spaces. Let m be a positive integer. 
w<m) = w<m)(Rk) is the subspace 
p p 
of 1P(Rk) of functions whose partial derivatives of order up to and 
including m (taken in the distributional sense) are also in LP. 
As before we shall not distinguish notationally between a function and 
its equivalence class modulo a neglible set. 
norms will be used: 
The following equivalent 
11 f 11 (m) = Max { I I D a f 11 } , 1 ~ p ~ oo ; 
W lal<m p p 
11 t "-<m> = 
w p 
With these norms W(m) is a Banach space. 
p 
5. 
In section 2 .1 we discuss r-{:) which consists of those bounded 
meaoures whose derivatives of order up to and including m (taken 
in the distributional sense) are also bounded measures. r-~:) is also 
a Banach space when equipped with the norm 
Let X be a locally compact abelian group. 
We will let C = C(X) denote the space of all continuous 
complex-valued functions on X. The natural topology on C is the 
topology of locally uniform convergence. Unless otherwise stated 
C will always be taken to have this topology. 
subGpace of C fonned of those functions which tend to zero at infinity . 
The natural topology on c0 i s the topology of uniform convergence , 
defined by restricting to c0 the norm I I ·j 100 • 
C = C (X) denotes the 
C C 
subspace of c0 formed of those continuous functions which have 
compact supports. The natural topology on C 
C 
is obtained by 
regarding C as the internal inductive limit of its subspaces 
C 
C = { f £ C : Supp f C Y} , 
C ,l{ C 
K ranging over a base for the compact subsets of X and each 
being regarded as a Banach space with the supremum norm. 
We now turn to functions on k R • will denote 
6. 
C 
c,K 
the space of all real-valued, infinitely differentiable function3 in 
k 
~. The natural topology i s that of uniform convergence of every 
derivative on every compact subset of P:'". 
,fl)= ~ 1 (R1~) will denote the space of all functions in E 
which have compact supports. The natural topology on ~ is 
obtained by regarding J:J ao the internal inductive limit of its 
subspaces, 
£} K = { f e: E : Supp f c K} 
obtained as K ranges over a base for the compact subsets of Rk and 
each ,~ : K being regarded as a Frechet space with the topology 
induced by E. 
We now look at the duals of these spaces. 
The dual of the space C (X) 
C 
is the space M of all Radon measures 
on X. For details see Edwardo [1] Chapter 4. The associated weak 
topology o(M,C ) 
C 
is the "vague topology of meanures." 
If µ is a Radon measure, the support of µ, denoted by suppµ, 
is the complement in X of the largest open subset U of X satisfying 
Iµ I (U) = o. 
7. 
The dual of is the subspace of H formed of those C "·~ .:.L ~ 
C 
measures which have compact supports. 
The dual of c0 is the space 1·1bd formed of those measures µ 
for which 
<;; k We will denote the dual of , -;-._) (R ) 
this the space of distributions on k R • 
and we will call 
The dual of E_ , denoted 
by c , may be identified with the space of distributions with 
compact supports. 
Throughout this thesis will denote the Dirac measure at the 
origin. 
The left (and right in our case, since the groups we deal with 
are abelian) translation operator T is 
a 
defined for functions f 
G by -1 T f(x) = f(a x) for all xta in G. Thio definition is 
a 
extended consistently to measures (respectively distri~\ions) in the 
following way: 
Jct> d (-r aµ) = f (-r _1 <I>) dµ = J <I> (ax )dµ (x) . 
a 
on 
[respectively T T (4>) = T (<P (a+x))] 
a X 
for in C 
C 
[ respectively B ] . 
It is immediately clear that 
11-r fl! = 11£11p' a P 
8. 
Convolutions are essential in our treatment of the subject. 
If A and µ are positive measures on some locally compact 
space Xs the convolution :\*µ is s aid to exist if and only if the 
following integrals, (known to have a common value), are finite for 
each non·-negative function k in 
Jd:\(x)fk(xy)dµ(y); 
Jdµ(y)fk(xy)d:\(x); 
Jfk(xy)dA(x)dµ(y). 
C (X) ~ 
C 
Then A*µ is the positive measure defined by setting fkd(A*µ) 
equal to this common value. 
If A and µ are complex measures, A*µ is said to exist if 
and only if IAl*lµI exists in the preceding sense. 
details, see Edwards [l], Section 4.19. 
For more 
We know that A*µ exists if either of A,µ has a compact support 
or if both are bounded measures. In the latter case 
Convolution defined thus is associative provided that all but at most 
one of the factors has a compact support or that all are bounded measures. 
Let s and T be distributions on ~·Je can define the 
convolution of S and T in a similar way. For any q, 
,---... lr 
in :tJ (R. '") , 
provided that 
t We sometimes use this notation (Edwards [1] p.300) for distributions. 
9. 
the expression on the right hand side always makes sense (see Schwartz 
[2] Chapitre VI). This is the case if one of S,T has compact support. 
When all but at most one of the factors have compact supports this 
convolution is associative. 
We also note that the Chevalley convolution (which has been shown 
by Shiraishi [l] to be equivalent to the above definition) exists if and 
\i 
only if (S*<f>). (T*t.µ) for every ¢,VJ Q k in ~SL-· (R ) • 
With this definition convolution is associative provided that the 
simultaneous convolution exists. See Shiraishi [1] for details. 
We shall make frequent use of a result by Schwartz [2], pp.53-54, 
which states that if T is a continuous map of ~ into ~ ' whi.ch 
commutes with translations then there exists a distribution U such 
that Tf = u~'cf for every f in@ . For details of the proof see 
Edwards [1], p.332. 
We also note that if we define a map S : C ~ C by Sf= V*f 
C 
for f in C , where V is a measure or distribution, then S 
C 
certainly commutes with translations. See Edwards [l], p.262. 
Suppose that X is a locally compact abelian group. If 
1 ~ p, q < oo and Lp(X), Lq(X) are the usual Lebesgue spaces of 
index p and q respectively, with respect to Haar measures the set 
of all multipliers of Lp(X) into Lq(X) will be denoted by 
tr 
10. 
It is kno~m that if X contains an infinite dis crete group and p > q 
then Lq = {0}. 5ee Cra «-ri"j C il fo ·.r <J/.e1tt,.ls 
p 
We note that if T 
' is a multiplier in Lpw q 
the two maps coincide on 
is a multiplier in 
1 1 
where - + -v = 1~ p p 
' 
Lq then the adjoint of 
p 
~ + ~' = 1:. and that 
LP n L q • For details see 
Brainerd and Edwards [1] p.3170 We also note that for 1 2- p < oo 
T 
This result is proved in Brainerd and Cdwards [l] p.316 Q Substantial 
results and references for Lq appear in Gaudry [l] and Figa-p 
Talamanca and Gaudry [l]o 
11. 
CHAPTER 1. 
This chapter is devoted to the solution of four multiplier 
problems. These problems are not intimately related and we need to devise 
special tools for the solution of each one. The early part of each 
section is devoted to developing one of t~ese tools enough to solve the 
problem that comes immediately afterwards. 
§1.1 A characterisation of the multiplier LP(G) + Lq(G) has been 
given by Figa-Talamanca and Gaudry [1]. We shall make use of their 
results in determining the multipliers of a subspace of 1P(G). 
In what follows, let G be a locally compact, Hausdorff,. abelian, 
topological group. Let us denote by LP ·n C the space of continuous 
real-valued functions on G which are also in Lp(G). Further, let 
this space have the upper bound of the LP-norm topology and the topology 
of locally uniform convergence. A base at O for this topology 
consists of the sets {{f:I !fl I < £} n {f~Supjfj < £}}, obtained when 
p K 
£ ranges over the positive real numbers and K ranges over the compact 
subsets of G. 
§1.1.1 Lemma. 
When p lies in the range 1 ~ p < ~, the dual of 1P n C consists 
of all measures of the form µ + ~ where 
!+.!. 1 p p' = • 
µ e: M 
C 
and where 
12. 
Proof. Denote by . J, the topology on LP n C. We note that C is 
C 
dense in LP n C. The map J ; 
[Cc, JI ] + ( C , 11 • 11 ] x [ C , loc. unif. ] 
C p C 
defined by f + (f,f) is continuous and 1-1. If W = J(C ), 
C 
--1 J 
defined on W is a continuous function. Let h be any continuous 
linear functional on [Cc, Ji ]. Then we can define h' : H + R by 
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem for locally convex topological vector spaces, 
there exists a continuous extension h' 9 of h' defined on the whole 
of [Cc' 11.1 IPJ x [Cc, loc.unif]. Then h ' ' (£1 , £2) = µ(£ 2 ) + <j>(f1 ) 1 
p' 
where µ e: M and q, e: L • Now 
C 
and so 
for every f 
h = h" 0 J 
h(f) = µ(f) + q,(f) 
in C • 
C 
§1.1.2 T!ieorem. 
Suppose 1 < p < oo and 1 2- q < oo. The multipliers T of 
are of the form 
13. 
Tf = (µ*f) + (¢*f) 
for all f in LP n C j where 
n LP 
'i 
n r.P 11 E M and If> E LP when q = p, 
C p p (A) p' • • • • 
and where µEM and q> e: L are such 
C 
that (µ+q>) e: Lq when q ~ p. p 
Conversely every map of type (A) is a multiplier of LP n C into Lq n C. 
Proof. Let T be a multiplier 
Since C . dense in LP n C 1S we shall confine our attention to the 
C 
restriction of T to C • C 
The map a . LP n C -+ Rll 0 defined by 
f-+ Tf(O), 
is a continuous linear functional on LP n C. [It is obvious that a 
is linear. 
0; the set 
. in lS open 
open in LP 
As for the continuity , let K be any compact set containing 
N = {o E Lq n C . Suplgl < l} 0 .  
K 
Lq () c. The continuity of T implies that T-l(N) is 
n C and clearly a is bounded on this neighbourhood.] 
From the previous lenuna 
Tf(O) = µ*f(O) + ~*f(O) 
' where µ e: M and q, e: LP. 
C 
we immediately obtain 
Tf = µ *f + q,*f. 
Applying this result to f 9 = T f 
a 
14. 
We now make use of the continuity of T to further restrict µ and 
f;, 
The cont~uity of T implies that, for some compact subset K of 
G, 
I I (µ~)*fl lq 2. Const(! lfl Ip+ Suplfl) 
K 
for each f in C. 
C 
But for each f in C there exists a in G 
C 
such that K does not interest the support of T f. 
a 
This fact , together 
with the translation invariance of the LP and Lq norms shows that , 
for every f in C, 
C 
This inequality tells us that (µ+¢) 
• • • • (B) 
belongs to In the case 
q = p we can further simplify this result. It is known that, for 1 ~ p < oo, 
(See Brainerd and Edwards [l].) 
15. 
This fact, taken in conjunction with inequality (B), enables us to infer 
that both µ and belong to 
We now have to show that the continuous extension of T/C to 
C 
the whole of LP n C is of the form 
Tf = (µ*f) + (~*f) • • • • (C) 
for every f in 1P n C. 
There exists a sequence 
Let f be any function in 1P n C. 
(f ) 9 of continuous functions with compact n 
support, which converges to f in the LP n C topology. The 
continuity of T means that 
(µ+cp) *f -+ Tf in L q n C topology s. 
n 
which implies that 
(µ+q,) ,'cf -+ Tf in cr (M, C ) • 
n C 
Since o(M,C) is a Hausdorff topology ~ we will obtain (C) if we can 
C 
show that the convolution (µ+q,)*f exis ts and that 
(µ+¢)*fn-+ (µ+q,)*f in o (M, C ) . 
C 
The first part is easily settled ; µ*f exists because µ has compact 
support; <P*f exists because f is a function in LP and <P is a 
function in p' L . 
For any 
Also 
lJ, £ C ' C 
If(µ*£ - µ*£>v, I 
n 
If<~*£ - ~*f>v,I n 
II£·-£ 11 
n P 
< 11~*~11 ,.llf-£ II , 
- p n p 
16. 
• • • • (D) 
• • • • (E) • 
Expressions (D) and (E) converge to zero as n tends to infinity 
and thus we obtain (C). We now show that conversely every map of 
type (A) is a multiplier 
The following inequalities are valid for every f in 
any compact subset K of G: 
C , 
C 
I l(µ-f-<P)*fl I < Const! 1£1 I < Const{! !fl I + SupJfj}; q - p - p K 
Supf (lJ+<t>)*fl ~ II (µ~)*fllco 
K 
< I l~I I ,. I 1£11 + Const Sup 1£1 
- p p K+ Suppµ 
< Max(! l~I f ,,Const).(11£1 I + Sup 1£1). 
- p p K+Suppµ 
and 
17. 
Not e that the first line follows from the membership of (µ+ cp ) to Lq. p 
Thus the map T defined by (µ+<I>) is continuous from LP n C into 
Lq n C. The properties of convolution ensure also that T commutes 
with translations. 
§1.2 We now turn to an examination of the multipliers of a class of 
weighted Lebesgue cpaces. In order to obtain the strong conclusion of 
Theorem 1.2.1, which we use repeatedly, it is necessary to restrict 
ourselves thoughout this section to a-compact, first countable groups. 
§1.2.1 Theorem. 
Let G be a locally compact, separated, first countable, a-compact, 
abelian, topological group. Denote the Haar measure on G by µ. 
Let w be a locally integrable, extended real-valued function on G. 
Then there exists a sequence c~) of continuous ~ non-negative 
'+' n ., 
functions on G, each with compact support, such that : 
1. there is a fixed compact set containing t he support 
2. Jct> dµ = 1 for each n · 
' G n 
3. if -T is any neighbourhood of 0 (the identity of ! 
exists an integer M such that n > M implies that 
of every <P n ; 
G) , t here 
Suppq> c N; 
n 
4. there exists a set S with µ(S) = 0 and , for every a£ G n S', 
~.i mf <f> (x)w (x+a)dµ (x) = w (a). 
n+oo n 
18. 
Proof. Since G is locally compact and a-compact, we can see that 
there exists a sequence (n1) of open sets such that: 
ni is compact; 
CXI 
G = U Qi. 
i=l 
For each positive integer 
w = w k on Qk' 
w = 0 k on G n 
k we define a function 
nk. 
on G by 
Then wk e: vt {µ). Let 
in C (G) satisfying 
C 
(l/Jn) 
1, 2, 3. 
be any sequence of non-negative functions 
We show how to select a subsequence 
which satisfies 4. Now 
in the 1 L -norm topology and hence 
w1 *t/J n .... w1 in measure. 
Hence, by a theorem of F. Riesz, there exists a subsequence labelled 
(w1 ,r) such that w1*tJJi,r .... w1 almost everywhere; say on G n Si, 
where µ(S1) = O. Now we find that 
in the 1 L -norm topology 
and so we can find a subsequence (w2 r) of (1.µ1 r) such that , ' 
· 19. 
say on G n S' 2' where Proceeding in this way, we see that 
we can find a sequence, the diagonal sequence 
for any positive integer kj 
( ,i, ) such that 
'fin n ' 
' 
lim *''' 1 h n-kowk ~n,n = wk a most everyw ere; 
say on G n S'. [Sc U Sk, which implies that lJ (S) = O]. 
For any a e G n S' there exists k such that a e nk. If 
n is large enough we have 
a + Supp lJJ C nk. 
n,n 
For this and larger n, 
Also 
Thus 
wk*lJJ (a)= w*lJJ (a). ~ n,n n,n 
limw*lJJ (a) = 
n+a> n,n 
limw *t/J (a) 
n+a> k n,n 
= w (a). 
If we write ~ = lJJ we obtain a sequence (~n) satisfying 1, 2, 3, 4. n n,n 
20. 
§1.2.2 Definition. 
A positive locally integrable function w on G is said to be 
moderate (with respect to µ and 8 ) if to each point s E G there 
corresponds a number M(s) > 0 such that 
J wdµ ~ M(s)fwdµ? 
sE E 
for every bounded integrable set E. 
Let w1 , w2 be moderate, positive 1 lower semicontinuous, locally 
integr.able 9 extended real- valued functions on G. 
the spaces of Haar-measurable functions f such that w1£ and w2f 
respectively are integrable. The fact that and are locally 
integrable and moderate implies that the weighted Lebesgue spaces 
and w 2 are invariant under translations. See Edwards [2] for 
a proof of this. We endow w 1 and with the norm topologies defined 
by 
11 f 11 w = J w. fdµ 
i G 1 
A little later we will find it convenient to denote W. by 
l 
We note that the product w.µ 
l 
is a positive Radon measurea 
now prove some useful lennnas. 
Lemma. 
The space C (G) 
C 
is contained in W .. 
1 
1 L (w.µ}. 
l 
We 
Proof. 
§1.2.3 
If f is in C (G) then 
C 
J w. If Idµ 
1. Suppf 
< oo. 
Lennna. 
Every function in W. 
1. 
is locally integrableo 
Proof. Let f E Wj_. Let K be any compact seto 
show that there is a positive number such that 
w.(x) > w~ for each x in K. 
1 1 
21. 
Firstly we 
The fact that w. is positive and lower semicontinuous implies 
l. 
that, for every x in K, 
and having the property that 
we can find an open set 
for y e: N • 
X 
N containing x 
X 
Now the family consisting of all such N 
X 
is an open cover of K and , 
since K is compact 1 we can select a finite subcover, which we shall call 
{ N } • 
X 
n 
We now select x. such that 
J 
Minw1 (xn) = wi(xj) > 0. 
n 
Hence 
w. (x) > -=-u.12
1 
. (x.) = wi' > 0 for all x E K. ]. ]. J 
Armed with this facts we obtain the stated result by noting 
§1.2.4 Lemma. 
The space C 
C 
is dense in w1 .. 
22. 
Proof. we see that C 
C 
is dense in w1 
by construction. 
§1.2.5 Lemma. 
The topology o(w2 ~cc) is weaker than the norm topology on w2 • 
Proof. 
the map 
The result follows at once when we note that if gs C then 
C 
f + Jgfdµ 
is continuous on w2 (norm topology)e 
We take note of the near trivial fact that T is a multiplier 
if and only if 
1 1 L (w1 µ) ~ L (w2 µ) 
TT is a multiplier 
a 
§1.2.6 Theorem. 
If T is a multiplier 
there exists a Radon measure v such that 
Tf = v*f for every f in C. 
C 
23. 
Proof. Let a be a point in G n S' (where S is determined for w1 
as in Theorem 1.2.1) such that w1 (a)< oo. 
characterize the multipliers 
We now proceed to 
By Lemma 1.2.4, we need only consider the restriction of T to 
C (G) . 
C 
Let (~n) be the sequence of functions constructed for w1 as in 
Theorem 1.2.1. 
If f 
Also, all 
is any function in C 
C 
then 
(~ *f) ~ f uniformly. 
n 
$ *f have supports contained in a fixed compact set. 
n 
24. 
This implies that (4>.o. *f) ~ f in w1 -norm because w1 is locally integrable. 
The continuity of T implies that 
But T(q> *f) = (Tq> )*f = $ *Tf and each exists as a Radon measure. 
n n n 
(See Edwards [1], p.577.) Let Since (~n) is bounded in 
the w1-norm topology (because of the choice of a), we have that (µn) 
is bounded in the w2-norm topology. Let K be any compact subset of 
From the proof of 1.2.3 we know that w2 is bounded below on K. 
Thus 
impli.es that 
Sup Iµ I (K) < oo. 
n n 
Hence {µn} is equicontinuous as a subset of M(G), the dual of C (G). 
C 
We also note that the space 
topology 
is metrizable. 
C (G) 
C 
is separable. Thus the relative 
r, 
\..:I'. 
25. 
Hence we can select a subsequence (µn) from the equicontinuous 
i 
sequence (µn) which converges to a measure v in the topology a(M,Cc). 
But 
This follows from Theorem 1.11.4(2) of Edwards, [1]. 
Consequently, 
µn. *f + v*f pointwise, • ••••••• 
1 
*f ~ Tf . w2 µn in •••••••• 
i 
(A)• 
(B). 
From (B) and the theorem of convergence in measure there exists a 
subsequence (µ ) of 
n i 
(µn ) such that 
i 
But 
r 
µ *f ~ Tf 
ni 
r 
(µn ) is a subsequence of 
i 
r 
(µn) and so equation (A) gives 
i 
µn *f ~ v*f pointwise. 
i 
r 
Therefore, since we have equality w2µ - almost everywhere, 
Tf = v*f as an element of w2• 
26. 
The next lemma plays an important part in finding a necessary and 
suf ficient condition that a Radon measure v determines a multiplier 
§l.2o7 Lemma. 
For any positive, lower semicontinuous functional F defined on G:. 
the function 
A -+ I A I (F) 
is vaguely lower semicontinuous as a map M-+ Ro 
Proof. By definition 1 
l>-1 (F) = Sup{IAI (g) : g e: Cc +g ~ F} 
' 
= Sup { I A ( f) I : f e: C If I < F}" 
c, 
Take any £ > 0 and let A be any measure. 
such that 
l>-(f) I > I>- I (F) - ~ 
There exists f e: C 
C 
But the map A-+ A(f) is continuous for the vague topology on M and 
hence is lower semicontinuous. 
This means that there exists a vague neighbourhood N of A such 
that 
lp(f) I > jA(f) I - E 2 
for each p e:: N. 
Hence, for every p contained in 
E: 
··- - > 2 
N 
'J 
Thus the map is vaguely lower semicontinuous:+ as asserted. 
§1.2.8 Theorem. 
27. 
Let w1 , w2 be the weighted Lebesgue spaces as defined in section 
1.2.2. 
The map 
f-+ v*f ~ V e: 11 ~ 
with domain Cc can be continuously extended into a map w1 -+ w2 .. 
(which map is then a multiplier) if and only if 
Proof. 
Jw2 (x+a)d!vl (x) < constant w1 (a) G 
for almost all a. 
Suppose (P) holds . Take any f e: C • 
C 
(P) 
• 
Then 
• 
• • 
11 v*£ 11 w ~ 11 Iv I * If I 11 w 
2 2 
a fw 2 (x){fl£1 (x-t)djvl (t)}dx 
= Jfw2(x)lfl (x-t)djvl (t)dx 
= f lfj(x){J w2 (x+t)d Iv I (t) }dx 
~ JI£! (x).Const.W1 (x)dx 
= const 11£11w. 
1 
11 v*f 11 W ~ Const I f f 11 w for f in C • every 
2 · 1 C 
Since C is dense in w and w2 is complete, C 1 the map 
f ~ v*f may be continuously extended into a multiplier w1 + w2. 
Conversely, since the map f ~ v*f is continuous [Cc,w1top] ~ w2, 
for every ~ in C (G) we have 
n C 
Jw2 (x)lv*T ~ (x)ldx < Constfw1 (x)IT ~ (x)ldx. an - an 
Call this inequality (A). Now let (~) be any sequence of non-
n 
28. 
negative C functions satisfying (for 
C 
conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 
of Theorem 1.2.1. We begin by showing that 
v*T ~ ~ T v vaguely. 
a n a 
For any g in C , 
C 
29. 
The barred term is one of a sequence of 
support contained in a fixed compact set. 
uniformly to zero. 
C functions, all of which have 
C 
Also this sequence converges 
Hence the last integral converges to zero and so 
v*T ~ ~ T v vaguely. an a 
From Lemma 1.2.7 the map 
lower semicontinuous. Hence, for every £ > 0, there is a vague 
neighbourhood U of T v such that 
a p e: u implies 
But we know that v*T ~ is eventually in this neighbourhood. This 
an 
means that, for every e: > 0, 
i.e. 
Now 
~rom inequality (A), 
But (~n) satisfies condition 4 of Theorem lo2.1 which enables us 
to write this last inequality as 
for almost all a in G. 
30. 
§1.3 In the next few ,ages we find an interesting feature of the space 
(R) ; namely the subspace D~-- (R) has co-di mension k in h ' (R) 
for k any positive integer. 
the multipliers of 
.. 
§1.3.1 Definition. 
w<m) (R) 
1 
We exploit this knowledge to characterise 
into w<n)(R) q when m 2. n ; 1 2- q 2- to. 
For every positive integer r, let us define a map Jr : V (R) + E, (R) 
by 
31. 
(J1f) (x) 
X 
:: f f (x1)dx1, 
-oo 
X X x2 (Jr f) (x) = I fr • 0 • f(x1)dx1 ••• dx. r 
·-00 -oo 
We define Jf(00 ) by 
Jf (oo) J. = lim Jf (x). 
x-roo 
For any point y which is less than the left extremity of the support 
of f Jf(y) = o. 
§1.3.2 Lemma. 
For each pair s,t of positive integers and for every f in 
~ ', (R) we have 
·-
§1.3.3 Lemma. 
The r-th derivative of the function Jrf is t h e function f. 
Proof. Apply the fundamental theorem of the integral calculus r 
times. 
§1.3.4 Lemma. 
For every f 
,-.. 
in rt:· (R) we have 
32. 
Proof. We first note that J(Df) = f. This result follows from the 
mean value theorem when we note that 
D[J(Df)] = Df 
and 
JDf(y) = 0 
for any number y less than the left extremity of the support of f. 
Now Jr(Drf} = Jr-l[JD(Dr-lf)] 
= 3r-1Dr-lf 
- f by induction. 
With these preliminaries behind us we are now ready to prove an important 
result. 
§1.3.5 Theorem. 
A function f belonging to :i) (R) 
and only if 
is an element of n 
/,, 
',I,-, ( ) D .;,_,- R 
Q = Jf(oo) = J~f(oo) = 
••• 
Proof. We tackle the only if part first. S f -- Dn,., uppose "' 
where <P £ /1.) . Then 
= Dn-i,.,(oo) f · 1 
't' or 1. = , ••• , n 
= 0 for i = l, .•• ,n. 
if 
33. 
In order to prove the converse, we have only to show that, when 
k > O!i the two statements, f is in nk J-) and Jk+lf(oo) = O, 
together imply t hat f is in Dk+~ 0 Let us take any f in Dk£--:') 
satisfying Jk+lf(oo) = O. F L 1 3 4 Jkf ~ . (L~J, rom emma • • , c. p and so 
Jk+lf has the value for all x greater than the right 
- 00 
extremity of the support of Jkf. Now Jk+lf is zero for all x less 
than the left extremity of the compact support of Jkf. 
Hence Jk+lf e: /j;) and, by Lemma 1.3.3, f is in k+~) D " • 
§1.3.6 Proposition. 
When 1 2- p < oo and m .:_ 0~ 
as a dense subspace. 
Proof. Take any (m) f e: W (R) • p 
greater than zero, there exists 
such that 
the space w<m)(R) 
p contains :/) (R) 
We will first show that, for every 
f 
e: 
in W(m)(R) with compact support p 
We know, from the definition of the integral, that there exists a 
positive integer N such that 
:for 
i = 0,1, ... ,m. 
£ 
2 
e: 
34. 
From the existence of partitions of unity, we know that there exists a 
sequence 
..-,-, 
of functions in ~ , (R) and a positive number K such 
that 
j = 0,1, ••• m and 
~k x 1 on [-k,k]j 
0 on ~ [-k-1,k+l). 
Since both 
n+l J jDiflp~ and 
n 
tend to zero as n tends to infinity, there exists an integer M such 
that n > M implies that both integrals are less than 
for all non-negative integers i not exceeding m. 
If we take k 2:_ Max(M,N) 
support and satisfies 
the function 
This is clear when we note that, for any j 
f = f$ has compact £ k 
such that 0 ~ j < m 
- ' 
35. 
11 Dj f - Dj f 11 < 2E + 11 X [ k k] Dj f - Dj f 11 
E p - , £ p 
We can now obtain the s,tated result. For O ~ j ~ m, 
function in LP and has its support contained in [-k-1, k+l]. 
Let (~n) be any sequence of non-negative continuous functions satisfying 
Support q>n C[ !,!] for each n, 
J4> = 1 for each n. 
n 
Then the function f *~ has support contained in the fixed compact 
E n 
set [-k-3,k+3] for all n, and 
as n ~ ~, for all j between O and m. 
positive integer n0 such that 
11 Dj f - Dj f *4> 11 < E 
E: E n p 
Thus there exists a 
for all n ~ n0 and all j between O and m. Consequently 
I 1£ - f *q> I I < 2e:. 
£ no w 
§1.3.7 Lemma. 
The w<m) - norm (1 ~ p < co) induces a weaker topology on p 
~ (R) than the inductive limit topology. 
Proof. We establish the result by showing that 
is continuous ,2:) (Inductive limit top.)-+ w<m). 
p 
the identity map I 
This is equivalent 
36. 
(j)l to showing that the restriction of I to ()(_/K is continuous for every 
compact set K. 
···--, However, (f ) -+ 0 in /I::) implies that 
n K 
;Q, lDf ii~ J't 
(£) and each of its 
n 
derivatives converge uniform:· l y to zero. Since ~ . I 1Dif 11 < C(K)f fD1f I I n p - n oo 
for all i ~ O, where C(K.) ·denotes the Lebesgue measure of K, we 
find that (£) + 0 in the w<m) topology. 
n P Thus it follows that 
the said restriction is continuous. 
§1.3.8 Lemma. 
When g is any function in [l-:_; (R) and 1 ~ p ~ oo, the map 
f + Jfgdx 
R 
is a continuous linear functional on w<m)(R). This implies that the 
p 
norm topology on w<m)(R) is stronger that cr(W(m) ,[i)). 
p p 
Proof. Using HBlder ' s inequality, we can see that, 
• 
37. 
§1.3.9 Lennna. 
be such that the support of u is contained in an 
interval of unit length. For O < k ~ i+l, 
\ 
Proof. We establish this result by induction. First we note that 
X co 
If u(t)dtj ~ Jlu(t))dt = l1ull 1 
--co -co 
and so the result is true for k = 1. 
is true for k (< i+l). Then 
Suppose now that the result 
k+l XI k I jJ u(x)j ~ I J u(t)dt 
-co 
--
~ (length of support Jku) 11 Jku f I 
00
• 
The last step is obtained by noting that when k ~ i the function Jku 
has compact support. The inequalities above combine with the induction 
hypothesis to tell us that 
This completes the proof. 
§1.3.10 
Let (h) be the sequence of functions in jt) (R) defined by 
r 
h (x) =- 0 for 
r 
1 lxl ~ 2r, 
h (x) = k exp( -l ) for 
r r 1 - 4r2x2 
1 Ix I < 2r 
where 1 
2r 1 
-= k~· r 
2 J 
0 
-1 
exp ( )dx. 
1 - 4r2x2 
For any choice whatsoever of scalars 
t, the function 
1 
h - l a D8 h1 r O r,s s= 
a 
r,s' and any positive integer 
has support contained in an interval of unit length 
38. 
For each positive integer r, we define a sequence of functions 
(h k) as follows: 
r, 
for k > 1. 
h O = hr - hl ; r, 
We shall call this equation A. 
In the light of Theorem 1.3.5, this construction ensures that each 
h is a function in Dk+~(R). r,k 
39. 
§1.3.11 Lemma-
With the notation of the last section, 
s 
!lh IJ 1 ~ Tf(l + I 1Dih1 ll 1) r ,s i::a:Q 
for any non-negative integer s. 
Proof. This result will be obtained by induction. Now h O = h - h1
, 
r, ~ r 
and so I fhr,olf 121+11h1 11 1 . Assume now that the result is true 
for s = k > O; we show this implies the truth of the statement for k + 1. 
h = h - [Jk+lh (00)]Dk+lh 
r,k+l r,k r,k 1 
and therefore 
and so, by Lemma 1.3.9, 
§1.3.12 Lemma. 
I lhr,k+1l l1 2 I lhr,kl 11 + I lhr,kl 11• I lnk+lh1 1 l 1 
k+l 
2.1T<1 + llnih1 11 1). i=O 
If we define the scalars a by writing equation A of 
rs 
§1.3.10 as 
k-1 
h k = h + L a D8 h1 , r, r s=O r,s 
then 
Thus for any fixed s, (ja I> is bounded. 
r,s 
Proof. The result is immediately obvious when we note that 
-a 
r,s 
and apply Lemma 1.3.9 
§1.3.13 Theorem. 
and Lemma 1.3.11. 
If m ~ n, 1 ~ q < 00 the multipliers T 
are of the form 
Tf = S*f 
where 
i D SE Mbd for O < i < n-m when q = 1 
and 
Dis E Lq for O ~ i ~ n-m when q > 1. 
Conversely, every such map is a mult.iplier. 
Proof. The converse follows easily from the inequality 
n-m . 
+ 11 Dmf 11 1 l 11 DJµ 11 j=l q 
n-m m 
< ( l 11 Dj µ 11 q) ( l 11 Di f I I 1) 
j=O i=O 
40. 
(A) 
41. 
which is valid for all f in Wirn). 
For the main result~ we can confine our attention temporarily to 
the restriction of T to~) (R)o 
From Lemma 1.3.7 and Lennna 1.3.8 we can see that T is 
continuous as a map (2,' ) + (,~\ ' 
e,fJ 'J:_/ when both of these spaces have their 
natural topologies. Schwartz ([2] pp. 53-54) has shown that such 
a map, commuting with translations has the form 
Tf = S*f 
for a suitably chosen S e: !f)' . 
as a map 
We now show that if T is continuous 
then S satisfies condition (A). 
The continuity of T is equivalent to 
Max{I ls*Difl lq: 0 ~ i ~ n} ~ Const Max{I ln1£11 1 : 0 < i < m} 
for every f in /I) . This condition implies that 
Again we may rewrite this condition as 
0 < i < m. (B) 
and 
(C) 
If f has support contained in an interval of unit length \·!2 have, 
42. 
m m 
from Lemma 1.3.9 j l I ID1fl 11 = 2 I IJ1 (Dmf)I 11 ~ (m+l)I IDmfl 11 • i=O i=O 
Applying this reeult to h 1 as defined in §1.3.10, equations (C) r ,m·~ 
become 
for O < i < n-m. 
Equations (B) and (C) also give us, for i ~ O, j > 0 and i + j ~ n, 
Lemma 1.3.12 tells us that in 
m-1 
h = h - \ 
r,m-1 r l 
s=O 
Sup I I 
0 ~ s 2 m-1 ar,s 
r £ I+ 
for O < i < n-m. 
Thus {D1S*h} is equicontinuous 
r 
' 
s 
a D h,, 
r,s .L 
< oo • • 
as a subset of Lq[respectively ~d], 
' the dual of Lq [respectively C0]. But Lq (R), (q > 1) and c0 (R) 
are both separable. Hence 
and 
are metrizable topologies. 
From Edwards [1], 1.11.4(2) there exists a subsequence 
and g c: Lq [respectively Mbd] such that 
~ g 
Therefore 
42a 
(h ) of 
n. 
J 
(h) 
n 
43. 
But (DiS*h ) ~ Dis in 
n. 
a (L q ,9) and in cr (l\d f0). Since these 
J 
topologies are Hausdorff, i q g = D S £ L [resp. ~d]. Thus the 
restriction of T to /):.) can be represented in the form (A). It 
only remains to show that the continuous extension of this map to 
can be represented in the form (A). 
w<m) 
1 
Let f be any function in Wim). 
(f ) of functions in [t/ such that 
We know there exists a sequence 
n 
Since the convolution S*f exists as a function in w<n) we only 
q 
need to show that 
(S*f) ~ S*f in the w<n)_norm. 
n q 
For O < • < 
- J - m, 
For m ~ j < n. 
Since the right hand sides of both inequalities tend to zero as n 
tends to infinity, the proof is now complete. 
44. 
§1.4. 
In this section we use some special properties of Hilbert spaces 
in order to characterise completely the multipliers of the Sobolev spaces 
associated with L2 (R). 
§1.4.1 Theorem. 
Let X be a Hilbert space ; 
A a vector subspace of X· ~ 
y a Banach space 
and f a continuous linear operator, f : A-+ Y. 
Then there exists an extension F of f9 F : X -+ Y, such that 
Proof. Let f' be the natural extension of f to the closure of A 
defined by 
f'(x) = limf(x) when (x)-+ x in X. 
n n 
n 
Then 
Since X is a Hilbert space A is a direct summand. 
orthogonal projection associated with A, P: X-+ A. 
Define a map F: X-+ Y by 
F (x) = f' P (x). 
Let P be the 
Then 11 P 11 X = 1. 
45. 
Corollary. Since we may complete any separated inner···product pspace 
to form a Hilbert space, the above result is true for any separated 
inner-product space. 
§1.4.2 Proposition. 
- . 
Let i be any positive integer. The space 
i ( \ 
D (f-/ is dense i.n 
Lp(R) for any P satisfying 1 < p < ~ Q 
Proof. 
I';-,_ 
In view of the fact that }:) is dense in 1P (R), it will 
be sufficient to prove that, for any positive integer i, n1f) is 
dense in 
1 ... , 
Di- }J:) when the latter space is endowed with the LP-norm 
topology. 
For each n, let 
("'i"". 
Pn be the function in Y::.) defined by 
P (x) = 0, X ~ n, n 
P (x) -n2 when Ix! = k exp( ) < n, n n n2-x2 
and where 
1 1 -1 2n I -= exp( )dt. k 0 l-t2 .. n 
46. 
00 
By construction I p (x)dx = 1. n 
-oo 
i 3:{f'' - : Let f be any function in D '· ... ;.1 • Then, if a= J 1f(oo), the 
function f' = f - a Di-lp belongs to Di}) . Now 
n n 
11 D i-1 P n 11 oo = li 11 D i-1 P 111 oo and so 
n 1 
I loi-\n I IP ~ J'l lni-\1 i 1"'(2n)P 
(1-i) 
< Const.n P 
+ 0 as n + oo since p > 1, i > 1. 
Hence 11 f - f' 11 + 0 as n -+ Q). i.e. Di[f) is dense in Di-lf_0 
n p 
when the latter has the LP-norm topology. 
Footnote. 
This result can also be obtained using the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
§1.4.3. 
Let S be an arbitrary distribution on R and let n be any 
positive integer. 
Define a linear functional U on nniJ by U(Dnf) = (-l)S(f). 
If there exist real numbers v > 1 and w > 1 such that 
Ci~ for every f belonging to t£/ ; we may now define an extension of U 
to 9J in such a way that this continuity condition is preserved. Since 
Dn_;;" ~ i,C! dense 1.· n ({\, h h 1 h h 1 d b h ~ ~ cf.:-,, went e atter as t e topo ogy induce y t e 
47. 
V L -norm, we define this extension to be the usual extension of U to 
the closure of rf, D.,._~ . 
This extension U also satisfies 
for every f 
§1.4.4 Definition. 
The distribution U just defined will be called the n-th 
anti-derivative of S and will be denoted by 
denote the restriction of (D-ns)
0 
to D~j;.-) by D-ns. 
for every f e:J], 
§1.4.5. 
Denote the space fl) (R) with topology defined by 
Also 9 we will 
We know that, 
Proposition. 
translations 
The continuous linear operators T commuting with 
S.-+ W(n) are precisely the maps Tf = U*f where ]. q 
48. 
Proof. We know that T is continuous as a map .fJ -+ /l) ' and so, 
from Schwartz's Theorem [ [ 2] pp. 53-54], there exists U e: <l) w such 
that 
.. , '\ 
Tf = U*f for every f in ~ J . 
The continuity of T implies that for every f £/J:._) we have 
this is equivalent to 
for O 2 j < n. This condition can be rewritten as 
0 ~ j ~ n, 
for every f in D1:i)(R). But, by Proposition 1.4.2, n~lJ(R) 
is dense in fJ:) (R) when the latter has the L2 - norm. 
construction in §1.4.3 and §1.4.4 we find that 
for every f in ;k) (R). 
Hence (Dj-~) 0 e: Li for O ~ j ~ n. 
Following the 
Almost trivially, every U satisfying the above condition defines 
a map which is continuous and commutes with translations. 
§1.4.6 Theorem. 
If T is a multiplier 
then 
w<m) (R) 
2 
+ w<n) (R) 
q 9 
Tf = [ ? U iJ *f for every f in ,ff;) (R) 
0<1.<m 
0:s_j < n 
49. 
where 
(A) 
Conversely, every map satisfying this condition can be extended to 
a multiplier of w<m)(R) 2 
Proof. Endow ns. ]. O<i<m 
J . ro©, w<m) topology] 0 2 
into w<n)(R). 
q 
with the product topology. 
+ n s., defined by f + 0 . 1. <1.<m 
continuous. ( (f\ ) Let W = J ;t:_,1 • Since J is 1-·l , 
The map 
{f sf, ... f) is 
J - l with domain 
W is a map and this map is clearly continuous. Let T be any continuous 
linear function, commuting with translations, mapping 
ff\ (m) [ot1,W2 topology] into W(n). q 
Now T' =To J-l is also continuous as a map from W into w<n). 
q By 
Theorem 1.4.1, there exists an extension T'' of T' to t he whole of 
Now T'; (f0 , f 1 , .•. fm) = ~ u1*fi' from Proposition 1.4.5 1 0<1.<m 
where the Ui satisfy condition A~ 
But T = T'' o J and so Tf = l u *f 
O<i<m i 
The converse of this result is obvious. 
so. 
for every f in £J . 
51. 
CP.APTER 2. 
In this chapter we shall be concerned mainly with Sobolev spaces. 
Section 2.1 is devoted to finding results about the Sobolev spaces 
over R; the rest of the chapter is concerned with Sobolev spaces over 
k 
R • 
In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we use results of Lizorkin and Calderdn to 
gain valuable insight into the nature of the Sobolev spaces 
w<m)(Rk), when 1 < p < 00 • 
p 
The main result of this chapter, Theorem 2.4.3, depends crucially 
on this insight. 
§2.1.. In this section we show, when m = 1 or 2, how to resolve any 
bounded measure µ on R in the form 
' 
m i 
µ = I D \Ji 
i==O 
where each µ i is in 1~:) (R) • 
He t 11en use this decomposition to characterise the multipliers 
obtaining the same results as in Section 1.3. 
We first prove an easy extension of the Hahn·-Banach theorem. 
2.1.1 Theorem. 
Let p1 ,p2 , ••• ,pn be semi-norms on a linear space X. If Y is a 
52. 
subspace of X and f is a linear functional on Y such that there 
is a constant K. so that 
••• (A) 
for i = 1,2,.o.,n and for every y in Y, then t here exists an 
extension F (of f) to the whole of X such that 
for i - 1,2, ••• :n and for every x in X. 
Proof. Define N(x) = Hin{p1 (x) ~··· sPn(x)} and N(x) = Inf{a ~ 0 :x e: aV1} 
where Vl = convex envelope of {ye: X • N(y) < 1}. This seminonn N .
is the largest seminorm majorised by F. We can see that this is so 
when we note that the set {x . N(x) < 1} is t he smallest linearly . 
closed convex set containing {x • N(x) < 1}. • 
-
With this notation, we can rewrite equation A as 
I f (y) I 2. KN (y) • 
The map y-+ jf(y)I is a seminorm on Y which i s majorised by KN and 
hence by I KN. 
Hence, by the Hahn·-Banac:t theorem, there existr; an extens ion F 
of f such that 
I F(x) I~ KN(x) 
53. 
for every x in X. 
Since N(x) ~ N(x), we have I F(x) I ~ IG1(x) which implies that 
for every x in X and for i = 1,2, ..• ,n. 
§2.1.2 Lemma. 
Let µ 
derivative 
be a bounded measure on such that the distributional 
is also a bounded measure. Suppose that f is 
an indefinitely differentiable function in L00 {Rk) such that the 
point~rlse derivative cl.f 
J 
belongs to 1 L (lµI). 
I 1r Dj fdµ RI.\. - -- f i~fdv .• R'" J 
Proof. Let (ct>m) be a sequence of functions in 
cf> m = 1 on the cube K = { X e: Rk m 
<I> m = 0 on 6 (Km+l) = Rn -
~+1 
and 
IID.4> II < p < 00 • J m oo -
Then 
r£J o?~> such that 
. lxil ~ m, i=l, ••• ,n} 0 
Now we know from the definition of the distributional derivativ~ that 
Jn. (¢ f)dµ = 
J m · .J ~ f dv· .• m J 
But 
fDj(~ f)dµ = f4 Djfdµ + ffD.$ dµ 
m m J m 
and 
< I !fl I JID.<1> !diµ I 
- co J m 
where B(m) is the set Km+l - Km. 
00 
But JxB(m)djµj + 0 as m + 00 because 
Also 
because 
Hence 
fD.fdµ = -f fdv .• 
J J 
We now introduce some notation which will be used in the next 
few subsections. 
The nap Ji : © (Rk) + C00 (Rk) n L 00 (Rk) ls defined by 
xi 
Jif(x1 ,x2 :.•••,xk) = J f(x1 , •.. ,x1_1 ,t :i xi+l'•••,xk)dt. 
-oo 
(I' ,{ 
The map 1'10 : 'f:.,i (R .. ) + R is defined by 
54. 
55. 
((\ k We define Ni: ot::J(R) ... R by 
Ni (f) ,. No[:!;) • 
(j'\ k Also N : ;.p (R ) + R is given by 
N(f) = Hax{No(f)~Nl(f), ••• ,Nk(f)}. 
n-\ 1· The seminorm Ni : c1:.,,1 (R '") ... R is defined by 
where Ci is the convex envelope of 
Finally the seminorm N : [I) (Rk) + R is defined by 
Despite the notation, we are not asserting that N is obtained from N 
in the same way that Ni is obtained from Ni. 
§2.1.3 Lennna. 
The dual of 9J (Rk) with the topology defined by the seminorm 
Ni is identical to the set of linear functionals on ~ (Rk) which are 
majorised by some multiple of N1• 
Proof. Suppose f is in the dual of ~<£) ,Ni topology] and L 
is (a constant) such that lf(x)I ~ LHi(x). Since Ni~ Ni we 
then have lf(x)I ~ LNi(x) ~ LNi(x). 
Suppose g 'CJ is a linear functional on r:1::/ such that 
( ,; · "\ 
i s a convex set in d;::./ which 
contains the set 
{x e: 
Hence -1 g [(-1,1)] contains an N1 neighbourhood of 0 and thus 
---, 
is continuous on ~ · when this space has the Ni topology and 
§2.1.4 Proposition. 
The dual of Ci ) , N0 topology] is l"-~!) and for i = 1, •.• ;.k, 
the dual of [£) ,N1 topology] is n11~!). 
Proof. We consider first the case i = 0. We show that 
56. 
g 
Take (1) µ e: ~d ' then 
57. 
the first step by means of Lemma 2.1.2. 
Now we show [.l:; ,No topology]' :::. i~!). Take R, e [c~) ,No topology]'. 
Then 
<Kllgjl. 
- CX) 
Hence t is generated by a bounded measure µ. 
The continuity of 1 entails that 
and so 
which means t hat 
lniµ(f)I ~ rr l 1£1 ICX) 
for every f in f{-:'1 • 
Hence Diµ is a bounded measure for i = 1, ••• ,k which means that 
We now turn to the case 
(1) Suppose µ e: Hbd, vj 
• .1. 0 Fi -· h [ <i i -N ] 1 :) D 1 t (l) 1. r . rst we show t at ~ - ,r i top. _ i 1·0 d • 
= D. µ etc. 51 and g e: £J . Then J 
= If (Jj~;/dvjl 
~ Hax { 11 µ 11 1 , 11 D j µ 11 1 h 1 i (g) ; 
58. 
the laot equality comes again from Lemma 2.1.2. 
Finally we show fi) ,Ni top.]' =. Dit~!). Take R, e: ti'· ,N
1 
top.]'. 
Now 
Hence R, is a bounded measure. We must now show there exists 
L E i'T (l) 
·od such that DiL = i. Define Lo on Di J(' by 
L0 (f) , '."\ = -R.(J f) for f e; D .. ;t) . i l. 
Hence IL0 {f)I 2_ Kl 1£110) and IL0 (f)I ~ Kl fJjfl 1
00
, j = l, •• ·,k ~ 
for every f in Df.t~· . Now 7 by Lennna 2.1.1 (Modified Hahn···Banach 
Theorem), there exists an extension L of L0 
that 
IL (f) I < K II f II 
- CX) 
and 
(f\ defined on ~- such 
for every f in &.) . This means that we can write 
lnl(f) I = IL[ !jJ I ~ Ki I fl I .. 
for every f in /J:) , and so L € }~!) and the definition 
0 
of L nhows that n1L = 2. 
-§2.1.5 Theorem& 
The dual of [,.£) (Rk), N topology] is 
Proof. Consider the map J 
k -
J : ~ ,N topology] + nc.-t-) ' Mi topology] 
i=O 
defined by f-+ (f~f, .• ~~f). This map is 1-1 and continuous for 
59. 
the product topology. Then J - 1 1v is a continuous 
map. Let t be any continuous linear functional on (,@, H topology] 
and define 
trcD by 
i=O 
R,' : V -+ R by -1 R.' = R, 0 J • Define a Geminorm N' 
Then lt'(f)j ~ HN'(f) on V. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there 
l< 
on 
exists a continuous extension R.,H (of .Q. 9 ) to the whole of n:-). 
i=O 
We know that for i = 0,1, .•• ,k there exist <t> 1 in the dual 
of [i),N1 topology] such that 
for 
Now R, =- R.' o J = R." o J. 
l: 
Therefore t(f) = L $i(f) 
i=O 
where 
60. 
Oure next task is to s:1ow that N is equivalent to some otherwise 
known norm so that we may identify their dual spaces. In the caoe 
k • 1 the equivalent norm is easily found. 
section we shall restrict ourselves to R1• 
§2.1.6 Theorem. 
For the rest of this 
The topology defined by N on ~(R) is equivalent to that 
00 
defined by the L -norm. 
Proof. It is obvious that I 1£11
00 
~ N(f) for every f in 8J . 
We now show that there can never exist a sequence of functions (~ ) 
n 
such that 
topology. 
and ::: 1 
' 
which tends to zero in the 
For N(ct,) to tend to zero we muot have 
n 
II J$ 11 -+- o n oo 
N 
61. 
Let n be a point such that I 4>n (x~) I = 1 and let n and n XO , xl x2 
be the closest points to n such that n n n and XO xl < xO < x2 
l<Pn(x:)I 1 i = 1,2, Now, s:i.nce I l4>nl ICX> = 1, 11 J<t> II + o = -2' n oo 
implies that Ix; - x~I + 0. But 
' 
d<f> 
and ~o I I_E.11 + 00 as I xn - xn I + 0 Thus t here can never exiQt a 
.::, dx oo 2 1 • -
sequence (~) of functions in Q~ (R) 
'f' n cl-- suc:1 that 
for each n and for which N (~) + Oo 
n 
Thus the seminorm N is equivalent to the 
00 ., 
L -nonn on ot=) (R). 
Corollary. 
The above result combined with Theorem 2.1.5 tells us that for 
every lJ in t~bd (R) , there exist bounded measures U, V such that 
lJ-= U + DV 
where 
U,DU, V, DV 
are all bounded measures. 
§2.1.7 Theorem. 
Let i:'i be the map 9 (R) + R defined by 
l·!in{ 11 £1 lex, , I IJfl loo, I IJ2fl loo} 
M (f) c: 1-Iax i1in{ 11 Df 11 00 , 11 f 11 ao, 11 Jf I L,) 
Hin{ I ln2fl loo, I Inf! 1()0 , 11 fl lo) 
62. 
Then there exists k > 0 such that 
for all f in /t) (R) • 
Proof. It is obvious that I jf·I 1
00 
~ M(f). The result will be 
established if we show that it is impossible to construct a sequence 
,,.:---.. 
such that cf, E.Y:::_F: , and 
n I I~ I I = 1 for each n, such that ,., n oo 
even one of the following happen: 
(i) I IJ<Pnl loo+ 0 and I I D<f> 11 -+ 0 ; n oo 
(ii) I IJ¢nl loo+ 0 and ) 11n-<1>nl loo + ') .. :, 
(iii) l lJ2cf>nl 100 -+ 0 and II Dcp II -+ O; n oo 
(iv) I IJ2<t>nl 100 + 
2 0 and IID<t> II +Qo n oo 
Let n be any point at which I cp n (x~) I = 1 and let n XO x2 
n 
value of x which is greater than x0 and which satisfies 
I <t> n (x~) I = ; • Let an = ; (x; - x~). Now 
21 !J2~nl loo."... Su~IJ2$n(x+an) - J2$n(x)I. 
xe: ... .  
Let 8 be the smallest function such that 
n 
x+e (x)a 
n n 
J 2<t> (x+a) - J 2cp (x) = a f <P (t)dt. 
n n n n n 
-00 
be 
We also knou that 0 < e (x) < 1. For any Y1 > Y2 we have 
- n 
x+e (x)a 
n n a yl+en (yl)an Yz+en (y2)an 
Sup f <P n n f 'Pn + f ~n a > -n 
- 2 
X -00 -00 -00 
the least 
Hence 
Thus 
1 
> 2a. 
-- n 
implies a -+ 0. 
n 
·we already know from theorem 2.1.6 that 
11 Jcp 11 -+ 0 implies a -+ 0. Now 
n oo n 
Sup I Def> (x) I 
n n n [xo ,xzl 
1 
> -6--+ CX). 
- a 
n 
63. 
Hence (i) and (iii) are impossibleo n Now Dcf>n(x0) - 0 for every 
n and so for every x > x 0 we have 
D~ (x) = j D2cp (t)dt. 
n n 
n 
XO 
Then 
which means that 
> 
1 
2 -+ oo. 
18 a 
n 
Hence (ii) and (v) are impossible. 
Corollary. 
By using a result similar to theorem 2.1.5 we can prove that 
for every bounded measure µ there exist measures U,V,W in 
~~) such that 
µ = U +DU+ D2V. 
§2.1.8. 
64. 
We can now use the decompositiions for EO (otherwise called the 
Dirac delta function) given in §2.1.6 and §2.1.7 in order to find 
the multipliers of w?> (R) and wf > (R) into w!n) (R). We obtain 
the same results as in Theorem 1.3.13. 
Theorem. 
The multipliers 
m = 1~2 ; n > m 
are of the form 
Tf = S*f for f (m) in w1 (R), 
is in Lq for O < i < n-m 
••• 
for q > lj and Dis is in ~d or O < i < n-m 
for q = l 1 
(A) 
65. 
Proof. Suppose T is a multiplier 
Now as T is continuous as a map i (i;) (; -j..._,. + rJ' \, and conunutes with 
translation, there exists S in /J)' such that 
Tf = S*f for each f in /l:; . 
The fact that T is continuous w<m) + w<n) 1 q implies that 
• • • (B) 
for every f in ff) and O .2. j ~ n. 
Now we know that there exist fi in !1~:) (R) such that the measure 
Since <;£) is dense in }~~) (R) we can find a sequence 
that 
(f. ) such i,v 
(f. ) + f. 1.,v 1 in the i~:)-norm and each 
Take any cf, in :£) . Then 
and so fi + f. 
'\) l. 
in the sense of J/J ' . Thus 
_ .., 
sense of ,)f:) ' • Hence h'v = /f'\ ' in sense of 2t) • 
in th€ 
66 .. 
Those inequalities of (B) for which j ~ m tell us that 
where i = 0,1, ••• ,m. Adding together all m+l of these we get 
11 S*h 11 2 Const I ( I II Dj f. II 1) • v q i=O j=O i,v 
But each bracketed term on the right hand side is bounded and so 
lls*h I I is bounded with respect to Ve V q We now use the rest 
of §1.3.13 after the appearance of a similar inequality to conclude 
that T is of the form given in (A). 
§2.2. 
In the present section we shall use a result of P.I. Lizorkin [1] 
to show that every multiplier of w;m)(Rk) into w!n)(Rk) , 
1 < p,q < ~, m ~ n, may be extended to a multiplier of 
§2.2.1. 
The following notation will be used for the femainder of the 
chapter: 
x = (x1 ,x2, .•. ~ ~) 
will denote a point in k R ; 
will be a k-tuple of non-negative integers. 
1 
!xi [ k 2)2 Also = I xi ; 
i=l 
ct al a2 ak 
X = xl x2 ••• xk ; 
la.I = al+ a2 + ••. + a . n !) 
In the case of derivatives we shall write 
for the DISTRIBUTIONAL derivative and 
• • • 
for the POINTWISE derivative. 
a. 
a k 
k 
67. 
Following Edwards [1] p.375, we define f = 1../ (Rk) to be the 
subspace of C
00 (Rk) formed of those functions u for which 
is finite for m = 1,2, •••• The natural topology on f maken it a 
Frechet space, and f ' 
... ' 
the dual of j' will be called the space of 
tempered distributions. We may extend the Fourier transform from j ; 
to ~( ' by means of the adjoint map. We will denote the Fourier 
A 
transform of a tempered distribution f by ], f or f. 
that J, is a topological automorphism of :/ v . 
We note 
68. 
If z is any real ncmber we define a map as 
follows: 
~ 
(Jzf)A = (1 + 4n21x12) 2£. 
Clearly the operations Jz form an additive group. The map Jz in 
the Bessel potential of order z in the special case when z is 
real. See Calder6n [1]. 
§2.2.2. 
Firstly we state the theorem of P.I. Lizorkin [1]. 
Let the functional on be continuous together with the 
derivatives 
region RO = 
Then cp 
an absolute 
(where B. = 0 or 1 
1 
{x • lxil > 0 for i = .
is the tr2.nsform of a 
constant M such that 
for i = 1,2, .•. k) in the 
1, 2 ~ ••• k}. l L f L ~ 
distribution in 1P A if there p , is 
• • • (A) 
for the derivatives, where Bi= 0 or 1 for i = 1,2, •.. ,k. We 
note that there are k 2 inequalities to be satisfied in (A). 
Theorem. 
Let m be any positive integer and let a be a k-tuple of non-
negative integers such that lal 
DaJm · 1 i 1 f Lp(Rk) 1s am~ t pier o 
< m. Then, for 
into itself. 
1 < p < co, 
69. 
Proof. In order to establish our theorem we have to show that for every 
k-tuple of non-negative integers a: Jal 2_ m. 
m 
--
[xa(l + 4n2 lxl 2 ) 2] 
satisfies the 2k inequalities given in (A). 
He note that 
m 
a6[xa(l + 4n 2 lxl 2 )-2 J 
is of the form 
m 
--l (8)C xa-B+y aY[(l + 4n21xl2) 2]. 
y5_B y y . 
But m 
aY[(l + 4n2jxj2)-2J 
where p is a polynomial of degree < !YI• y 
For Ix! large, 
For lxl small 
m 
xaas[xa(l + 4n21xl2)2] 
= 0 (1) provided !al < m. 
m 
x
6a8[xa(l + 4n 2 lxl 2>2 
= 0 (1). 
69a 
Hence the result follows. 
§2.2.3. 
It is an obvious consequence of the definition of Ju that if 
then 
k 
b. = l (D.) 2 
i=l 1 
u-2 
= J • 
Definition. 
Let u be a real number and 1 ~ p ~ oo. 
to be the image of 1P(Rk) under the map 
If f is a function in Lp{Rk) then 
u 
for some g 
Since the Fourier-Schwartz transform iS' a bi jective map 
of J' onto itself we can see that g is unique and is given by 
u 
g =J1-1 ((1 + 4n 2!xl 2) 2£)o 
We now define the norm 
11£1 lp,u of 
by 
p k f s L (R ) 
u 
onto Lp(Rk) 
u 
,,1hich means that 
70. 
in 
Thus Ju is a isometry of Lp{Rk) 
Ju is a topological isomorphism Lp(Rk) ~ Lp(Rk). 
u 
As a c~nsequence 
of this homeomorphism is completeo 
The next theorem shows that, when 1 < p < 00 9 
identical to w<m) (Rk). 
p 
§2.2.4 Theorem. (Calde,.:-6n [1 ] . 
Let m be a positive integer and 1 < p < oo. 
i s 
Then f is in 
1P(Rk) if and only if f has distributional derivatives of all 
m 
ordess up to and including m ~ach in 1P. The norms I I ·1 jp,m and 
'llncx·II 1 l are equiva ent. lcxl<m p 
71. 
Proof. Suppose m is a positive integer and Then 
there exists g E Lp(Rk) such that f = JTig. Also Da.f = Da.Jmg whichj 
by Theorem 2.2.2, is also in LP if !al~ m. 
Further, noting that I jgl Ip= I 1£1 lp,m, we find 
11 Da. f 11 p = 11 Da. Jm g 11 p ~ Const 11 g 11 ~ Const 11 f 11 p , m • Converselysi 
h Da.f c- LP suppose t at _ ,;.. for O ~ I a. I ~ m. Let r > 0 be an 
integer such that m + r = 2s. 
Then, according to Theorem 2.2.2, Da.Jrf E LP for la.I < m + r = 2s. 
Hence J-mf = J-ZsJrf = (1~6) 8Jrf E LP and 
II J-m f 11 ~ C l 11 Da. Jr f 11 
p la.l~2s p 
~ c' l !Ina.fl I 
la.l<m p 
by Theorem 2. 2. 2 again. But 
Hence f E LP (Rk) o We thus find that the norms 11 f 11 and m p.m 
l I Ina.fl I are equivalent. lal<m p 
The following chain of topological isomorphisms summarises this 
section so far: 
where 1 < p < co. 
72. 
§2.2.5 Theorem. 
Let m be any positive integer. R>r 1 < p < oo each f in 
Lp(Rk) can be written in the form 
f = 
where 
for each a. 
Proof. From the results just obtained we know that 
Suppose now that m is even. The multinomial theorem tells ua 
that 
m 
-
(B) ••• (1 + 4ir 2 1x 12) 2 = is a 
family of constants. For each index a is the above sum we define 
f-+ a :f1f. 
a 
We can now see that 
J. Det (4> f) 
letT<m a = [ J. Th~a :/11) (f) I (l T~m (l 
= f from (B). 
Thus when we write f = cp f we obtain the stated result. 
a. a. 
Suppose now that m is odd. 
any f in LP can be written 
f = l D°'(~ f) 
lal<m+l a. 
From the previous result 
This sum can also be written in the form 
f = 
For any k-tuple a. of non-negative integers ~ let n(a) be the 
k-tuple with 1 in the position of the first non-zero a. C i and O's 
elswhere. We can now write the last equation as 
f - L Da-n(a.)(Dn{a.)~ f) + l Da(l/J f). 
I a. I =m+ 1 a I ex I <m a 
Define the family {cp } of maps cp a. C 1P (Rk) _., w(m)(Rk) by . a p 
cf> a = lp (l if la.I < m and 
<Pa. = VJ a + Inn (a' )$0. 1 otherwise , 
73. 
where the summation is taken over all a' such that a 9 - n (av) = a. 
Since w<m) 
p 
contains W(m+l) 
p 
write t he resolution as 
f = 
(and the injection is continuous) we can 
't·1here 
74. 
Corollary. 
The ¢a defined in this section for both m and even and m odd are 
into w<m) (Rk) , 1 < p < oo. 
p 
This is a consequence of Theorem 2.2.2. 
We can now prove t he main result of section 2.2. 
Theorem 2.2.6. 
Let m,n be positive integers such that m ~ n, and 1 < p, q < ®• 
Every multiplier of into W(n)(Rk) may be continuously q 
extended into a multiplier of Lp(Rk) into Lq(Rk). 
Proof. Suppose T is a multiplier 
The last theorem enables us to write any f e: Lp(Rk) in the form 
). Da(<f>af). 
laT<m 
f = 
Define a map T' : LP~ Lq by 
Then T' is a multiplier because Tep 
a. 
is a multiplier 
and m < n. The stated result now follows because 
i.e. 
Tf = T'f whenever f e: W(m). 
p 
if f e: w<m). p 
75. 
§2.3 
In this section we find how to resolve any bounded measure µ on 
l· 
rr" in the form 
µ = where 
r iG any positive integer, is in W(m)(Rk) p and p depends on r. 
We use this result to determine further properties of the multipliers 
§2.3.1. 
Let us define the following function on Rk for O < Re z < k+l 
k-z-1 
G (x) = Y(z)e-lxl oo I I 2 2 Je- X t(t~) dt, where the constant y (z) 
z 0 
is given by k-1 
1 
Y (z) = (2n) 
2 r(;)r(k-;+1). 
The Fourier transform of G is 
z 
G (~) 1 = • z z 
< i +4n z I t; I z) i 
By using the semigroup properties of G 
z' 
' 
we may extend our definition to 0 < Re(z) 
namely 
< 2k+2 
Gv+v, :: G *G 9 j V V 
by defining 
G 
z+z' = G *G z' where k+l > Re z,z' > o, and so on for any finite z. z 
Both G and G z v are functions in Ll(Rk) so the convolution always z 
makes sense. We also note that if w = z' + 1 z = z' 1 2 + z2 where 
Re~, zl, z2' z' z' > 1 2 0, then on taking the Fourier transform ,, 
1 
and 
1 
But J7 is 1-1 as a map L 1 -+ c0 and so our ' 1definition;1 
uniquely defines G + i. z z 
76. 
It is proved elswhere that G 
z 
is indefinitely differentiable on 
Rk ... {O}. For example see Aronszajn and Smith, ,; Theory of Bessel 
Potentials 0 , Annales de l 1 Institute Pourier, Tome Xl, 1961. 
§2.3.2. 
In this subsection we find some further useful features of the 
function G defined in the previous subsection. 
z 
Calder6n ([1], Theorem 4) proves the following inequality for 
x IO, 0 < u < k ~ 
_.hl I I 
laaG (x)I < C e 2 lxl -k-u- a u - u,cx • 0 • (A) • 
From this we immediately obtain 
• • 0 (B). 
We ask the reader to note carefully that i n (A) and (B) t he 
,_ 
derivatives are taken in a pointwise s ense on R1 ~ .. { O}. 
r 
77. 
We also note from the ine-qualities given on page 416 of Aronszajn 
and Smith [l] that, for any v > 0, we have 
From 
G e: LP whenever 
V 
1 < p < 00 and 
1 
V - k + ,..( > 0. 
p 
• • • 
Let u be a real number between 1 and 2 and suppose k > 1. 
(B) we find that G and 
u 
(C) • 
We also find that there exists a number p > 1 such that G is in 1P (Rk) , 
u 
Applying these results to Appendix A we find that 
for j = 1,2, ••• ,k. 
§2.3.3 Theorem. 
Suppose k > 1. For each positive integer m and each positive 
integer r which does not exceed m we have 
1 < p < kk when r < k ;, 
- -r 
G ~ T.T(m-r)(Rk) f 1 h k c. w or 2- p < 00 w en r > • 
m p 
Proof. Let n be any k-tuple of non-negative integers such that 
In! ~ m-r. 
than 
We let t = !al + 1 and e: be any positive number less 
We now write 
where 
and 
u. 
l 
We can also write 
£ 
=l+1ar· for 
where i a is also a k-tuple of non-negative integers such that 
and t a = 0. 
By t~1e remark immediately preceding the statement of this 
theorem 
i i 
e: 11 Da. G = a a. G 
u. u. 
l l 
for i = 1, •.• 1 ( t--1) . At the same time..; equation (C) 
G £ LP provided 1 < p < 00 and k > p(k-r +t)o Now 
ut 
shows that 
78. 
••• D * G • The convolution makes sense u t-1 
and equals the left-1-iand side 1 because all the factors except the last 
are functions in L1 and G is a function in LP. 
ut 
Hence Da.G £ LP provided 1.:. p < oo and k> p(k-r+£). 
m 
remind the reader that s is arbitrarily small. 
We 
79. 
In the case r < k we thus find that the relation DaG £ LP holds 
m 
for all a : Jal < m-r when 
k l_< p< • k-r 
In the case r ~ k, 
whenever 1 ~ p < a,, k > p(k-r+£). 
for all a : la! ~ m- r, 
But in this case (k-r+£) is 
either negative or tends to zero as £ ~ O. 
for 1 ~ p < (X). 
§2.3.4. 
Suppose k > 1. 
does not exceed m. 
Let m,r be any positive integers such that r 
Then we may resolve the measure e0 in the form 
k 1 ~ p < k-r if r < k, 
and p satisfies 
••• (A) 
1 ~ p < oo when r > k. 
Proof. We first consider the case m even. Using the multinomial 
theorem we find that 
m 
(1+4ff21xJ2)2 = t (2 i)fal a •• a TI' x • 
la. ~ma 
h = ). a DaG • 
laT~m a m 
Now consider Each term is a tempered distribution 
and the Fourier-Schwartz transform of h is 1, the Fourier-Schwartz 
transform of We can now use the inversion theorem to obtain 
BO. 
But, according to Theorem 2.3.3, 
and so we have the stated result. 
Using the previous result, 
a G e: w<m-r) 
am p for p as in (A), 
Now consider the case m odd. 
e: = 0 
••• (B) 
For any partial differentiation operator Da such that lal = m+l, 
there exists a multi-index B 43UCh that lal = 1 and a-S D is 
still a partial differentiation operator. 
(B) equals 
The second stun of equation 
We now note that f e: w<m) implies that Djf e: w<m-l) when ljl • 1, p p 
and that w<m) c w<m-1). Thus equation (B) can be written in the form p p 
asserted in the theorem. When kml the powerful result at the end 
of subsection 2.3.2 is no longer available. However special properties 
of R allow us to resolve in a similar form to 2.3.4. 
§2.3.5 Theorem. 
Let m be any positive integer. Then e: 0 = where 
£1 e: w!m)(R), for all p satisfying 1 ~ p < ~ 
Proof. Let us define a real-valued function tµ on R by 
¢(x) = 0, 
tµ (x) 1 m =-x 
m! ' 
X ~ 0 , 
X > 0. 
Note that all pointwise derivatives of tµ of order < m-1 exist 
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everywhere and are continuous. Also ~m,,, • t h t o o/ ex1s s everyw ere excep 
at 0. It is also clear that for · i ~ m, ai~ is locally integrable 
so, from Appendix A., we know that Di¢ = a itµ for i = 1, ••. ,m. 
Let ~ be a function in /j} (R) which is 1 on a neighbourhood of the 
origin. 
Now Since Dm,,, -- H~ th H ' i 1 f ti o/ , e eav1s a.e unc on, 
••• 
(A) 
If e is any function in and if n ~ m, we obtain from Leibniz's 
theorem 
,--.. 
where 8 i £ ,':/:._) • 
It is also obvious that ~¢ £ W(m)(R) for all p satisfying p 
1 ~ p < co. These facts, taken with equation (A), show that, for 
every p : 1 ~ p < (X) , 
l 
O<i<m+l 
where f i £ H~m) (R). 
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We are now ready to find some further properties of the multipliers 
§2.3.6 Theorem. 
Suppose 1 ~ p < oo, 1 ~ q < oo, 
Then if n > m+r the multipliers of 
w<m) (Rk) 
-+ w<n)(Rk) are p q 
Tf = S*f for every f 
where 
k 
r = I.P.(k~) + 1. p 
of the form 
in .. x·, r;.,.!_ __ •. · 
Proof. We know from Theorem 2.3.4 and Theorem 2.3.5 that we may 
decompose 
where f 
Ct, 
in the form 
and l l2_p<--k-r · If and 
u 1' T £,_~-~-' ' (R '" ) we have the following analogue of the Leibniz rule for any 
multi-index y 
whence 
nY (eT) = l cl~I )D0To;' y···· 6es 
C2_Y 
enYr = nYcer) - I <111)n8rnY-0e. 
o<y 
If <P is a function in /f) (Bk) which is 1 on a neighbourhood of the 
origin, we may use the last two facts in conjunction with 
implies that 
e = $£ = l Dag where g 
0 0 I a I <m+r a a 
has a compact support and is contained in 
k 1 ~ P < k-r· 
We also note that if T is a multiplier of 
there exists a distribution S such that 
Tf S I f f f ~ CI:\ (Rk) • = x or every ~ ,;:J:J 
We now show that 
Tf = S*f for every f in w<m) p 
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to conclude that 
for each p satisfying 
which has compact support. If f is· any function in W(m)(Rk) with 
p 
compact support then there exists a compact set K and a sequence of 
functions 
1';'' \ (f ) ln .k · such that 
n K 
f ~ f in the W(m)_norm. 
n P 
Since T is continuous, 
lim Tf = Tf 
n 
n 
This certainly means that 
in the w<m)_topology. 
q 
lim Tf = Tf in cr( c93 9 ,f) ). 
n 
n 
\, )/ (S*f )*$ = (S*$)*f 
n n 
and 
V V (S*f)*$ - (S*~)*f. 
Hence we find 
f [(S*f )~ - (S*f)~] 
Rk n 
11 t-f 11 
n P 
by HBlder's inequality. The expression in the last line + 0 
as n + oo and we thus obtain Tf + S*f in o (,;;; ' ,i,~· ), which 
n 
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implies that Tf = S*f for each f 
Finally 
in w<m) 
p 
with compact support. 
I D(l(S*g) 
lal<m+r a 
C 
c wn-m-r 
q 
and so Das£ Lq for O < lal < n-m-r. 
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§ 2. 4. 
We regard this as the most important section of the thesis. A 
complete and convenient characterisation of the multipliers 
is found for the case m ?_ O, n ?_ O, 1 < p,q < ~. 
A solution of this multiplier problem has been found for the case 
1 < p,q ~ 2 by Merlo [l]. 
Results similar to ours have been obtained by a different method by 
J. F. Price [1]. 
We first prove two preliminary lemmas. 
§2.4.1. Lemma. 
Let K be a subset of k If f . in Ll(Rk) compact R • l.S 
cf> (y) = J f (x+y)dx then ~ is also in Ll(Rk). 
K 
Proof .. 
We may write cf> as XK * f and since X and f are Ll 
K 
so is c1> • 
u 
For any integer u let us denote ~t -1 [ (1 +4,r 21 X 12) 2] by 
and if 
functions , 
G . 
u 
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Let A be any distribution in Lq(Rk) p , 
B be any bounded measure on k R , 
C be r.""\ k any function in ,lj:/ (R ) • 
Lemma 2.4.2. 
The simultaneous convolution Gn *A* B * G_2t * C always exists 
when n and t are non-negative integers. 
Proof. (/), 1,. Let 4> 1 , <t> 2 , cp 3 , <t> 4 , ct, 5 be arbitrary functions in cC,-· (R'"). 
From Shirashi [1] we know that the simultaneous convolution exists if 
is always a function in L1 (R4k). 
and 
C*cl> S = h (e..JJ ) 
B*q, == k 
3 
1 (e:L ) • 
We let 
L 
JJJJle(x)f(y)g(z)h(w)k(x+y+z+w)ldxdydzdw 
~ ConstJJJle(x)f(y)g(z)k' (x+y+z)jdxdydz 
(where k'(u) = J k(u+x)dx, and by Lemma 2.4.1) 
Supp h 
_<_ ConstJ JI e(x)f (y)d" (x+y) I dxdy 
(here kn (u) - f k' (u+x)dx) 
Supp g 
~ const JI (f*k") (x) e (x) I dx 
< oo since f*k· ' e: L q 
9 
and e is certainly in Lq. 
Thus the simultaneous convolution exists. 
§2.4.3 Theorem. 
Let 1 < p, q < oo. 
is of the form 
where 
Every multiplier 
f e: w<m) 
p 
m-n 
U = X* j1- l [ ( 1 + 4n 2 j x j 2) 2 ] 
and 
Conversely, every such map is a multiplier, 
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Proof. Let T be a multiplier of W(m)(Rk) p 
Consider the following commuting diagram. (Which defines T'). 
T 
w<m) -+ w<n) 
p q 
Since :fl, Jn are topological isomorphisms wich cammute with 
translations we find that T is a multiplier W(m)-+ W(n) if and p q 
only if T' is a multiplier 1P-+ Lq. 
Now Tf = Jn o T' o (i°)-lf 
88. 
Let r be either O or 1 so as to make -m-r(= -2t) an even integer. 
Then Tf = Jn o T' o Jr o J-ltf. 
The results from sections 2.2 and 2.3 now show that Tf is 
equal to the simultaneous convolution 
G * T' * G * G * f 
n r -2t 
whenever £ is such that the simultaneous convolution is defined • 
Lennna 2.4.2 shows that when 
convolution exists and 
J: 
.I. 
.,,;-, k 
is in ,.'/::) (R ) , 
Tf = G * T' * G * G * f. 
n r -2t 
the simultaneous 
The simultaneous convolution enables us to re-arrange and re-bracket this 
e..xpression as we please. 
Hence Ci) k Tf = (G * G * G ) * T9 * f for every f in~1 (R ). n r -2t 
Thus Tf = G * T' * f for every f in fl) (Rk). 
n-m 
We now have to show that 
for every f 
w<m) (Rk) 
p and 
(f ) -+- f in 
n 
Tf = T' * G * f 
n-m 
in w<m) (Rk). Let p f be any function in g:1 let (f ) be a • \ LC. such that sequence in _,; (R ) n 
W(m)(Rk)-norm. 
p It is easy to see that the 
simultaneous convolutions exist. 
From section 2. 2. 2 we have that 
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n-m J is a multiplier of into Hence G 
n-m 
f 
* f + G * v n-m 
Lq(Rk) 
and so 
T' * G * f ~ T' * G * f 
n-m v n-m 
in the Lq-norm. But the L q·-norm topology is Hnusdorf f and s o we find 
for every f 
Tf = T' * G * f 
n=m 
The proof of the converse follows the same lines and is omitted. 
Appendix A. 
The results in this appendix are due to R.E. Edwards whose 
assistance is again gratefully acknowledged. 
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Appendix A 
I Suppose f is a real-valued function on k R with the following 
properties: 
(i) f c- Ll (nk) • 
,;. lac ~" ) 
(ii) ajf exists on Rk - {O} and is continuous on Rk - {O} 
for some J·, 1 < • < k. 
_J Then D.f = CE + a.f for some constant c. J O J 
Proof. If a function cp in .f:1 (Rk) vanishes on a neighbourhood 
of zero, elementary partial integration gives 
-J fajcpdx. 
R J 
= f (a. f )cpdx. 
F J J 
which gives us 
We will write this as 
••• (A) 
We now show that if l/J 
at O then 
(j_ ..... , ~ ~ 
is a function in . ..,__  _.., (RL'") which vanishes 
Distribution theory then shown that 
where c is a constant. 
Now let 1./J be any function in ,J) (Rk) such that lJ,(O) = 0 
and let u be a function in C00 (Rk) such that 
0 < u(x) < 1 for every in k X R • 
-
, 
u(x) = 1 when I ::c I > 
-
1 ; 
1 
u(x) = 0 when !xi~ 2: 
we note that these conditions imply that 
define u • Rk n by u (x) = u(vx) . ....... ~ l \-
\) 
for v = 1,2, •.•. 
\) 
We note that 0 < u < 1 and 
\) -
a.u (x) = vaju(vx). J \) 
From equation (A) we find 
-f kfa.(u lJ,)dx = 
R J v 
for v = 1,2, •••. 
f k(a • f )u 1./Jdx 
R J v 
We now 
• • • 
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(B) 
The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem shows that as v-+ oo, 
the right-hand side of (B) converges to The left-
hand side of (B) equals 
-f kfu (3.t,/J)dx - J 1ft,/J(a.u )dx. R V J Re JV 
The dominated convergence theorem shows that the first term converges 
to -J kf(a.t,/J)dx as v-+ oo. 
R J 
The second term is such that 
lf£<aju )wdx = vlff<x>a.ucvx>w<x)dxl 
V J 
< v 11 a . u 11 f I f $ I dx . 
- J 00 
1 1 
2v ~Jxl~; 
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Since $(0) = O, Suf ll ·'·<x)I -- ~<~)a d t i 1 t 1 i '¥ v , an so _1e as express on s Ix<-
--v 
~ v 11 a ju 11 (X)~ <~) I jfjdx 
~v ~lxl~ ~ 
= o(l) as v + ex>. 
-f kf<a.iµ}dx = J 1 <a.f}iJJdx. R J R' J 
i.e. 
<iJJ,D.£> = <w,a.£>. 
J J 
where c is some constant. 
We now look for ways of ensuring that c = 0. The following 
restrictions on f have proved to be useful. 
peculiar to k = 1. 
The ne:xt case is 
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II Suppose f is a function on R1 which satisfies the conditions 
of I and is continuous at the point x = O. 
Then a£= Df. 
Proof. We may assume that f(x) + 0 as x + O. From I we 
know that 
Df = cE: 0 + af, 
so that we now need to show c = O. For any 1'J in .f) (R) we have 
<a~,£> - -<~,Df> = -c$(O) -Jaf.$dx ..  . (C) • 
Now let us take a sequence (~n) of functions in r:J.J (R) such that 
<I> (0) = 1, 
n 
and 
and 
Then 
1 1 Supp "' c [ - -] 
"'n n'n ' 
a4> < O on [O .!.1 
n - 'n 
a4> > 0 on 
n-
1 [-, 0). 
n 
1 
n 
I <a<t> ,f> I = If a<1> fdx I n _1 n 
n 
1 
n 0 
= -J a4> 1£lcix + J a<1> ltldx. 
0 n -1 n 
n 
By the continuity of f, 
Similarly 
0 
1 
n 
-f acp lfldx = 
0 n 
1 
n 
o (1) f -~a <t> dx 
- 0 n 
= o(l) as n + 00 0 
fa~ jfldx = o(l) as n + ~. 
-1 n 
n 
At the same time, 
1 
n 
lfaf.¢ndxj .::_ f lafldx = o(l) as n + ~. 
-1 
m 
Thus (C) gives us that 
c = o (1) and therefore 
C = 0. 
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III When le.> 1 a very useful criterion is available. 
Suppose, in addition to the conditions at the start of I, that 
k > 1 and f is in LP (U), where U is a neighbourhood of O in 
p is any number strictly greater than unity. Then c = 0 
and 
D.f = a.f 51 J J j = 111•••, k . 
Proof. We assume that j = 1 and we will write (x2, ... ,xk) as y. 
Thus (x1 ,x2, •.. ,~) will be (x1 ,y). 
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We want to find a sequence ($n) of functions in ;}) (Rk) such that 
<f> (O) = 1 and 
n 
We take $ (x1y) = u (x1)v (y) where u is in ~ (R) ; n n n n 
Also 
u (O) = 1; 
n 
-1 1 Supp u C [- -] 0 n n,n 1 
au < 0 on 
n-
au > 0 on 
n-
v (O} = 1; 
n 
0 < V < l; 
- n-
1 [o -1. 
'n ~ 
-1 (-,0]. 
n 
k-1 Supp v c (the (k-1) dimensional cube) [-o,o] 
n 
where o is a function of n to be determined, but which will 
1 
certainly be less than • 
n 
We will denote [-o oJk-l b Q' 
' y n' and 
1 1 [t1'n] X Q~ by ~• 
It is clear that eventually Q c U. Then 
n 
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1 
n If J f(x 1y)au (x1 'Jv (y)dyd~1 f 
.::!.~ n n 
n 
! l 1 1 
p n ' -r ' -,-~ {f lflp} <J lau (x)IP dx)P <J Iv (y)!P dy)P 
Q -1 n o' n 
n - ~ 
n 
1 1 by HBldervs inequality where p + p' = 1. 
A routine check (performed at the end of this section) shows that u 
•n 
may be chosen so that 
• 
n 
So, since k-1 
as n-+ co, we find that 
Since f is in LP(U) the right-hand side ia 
we take o = (1)A where A is so large that 
n 
But, since a1f is locally integrable, 
<~ ,a 1£> = o(l) as n-+ oo, n -
Hence c = o (1) ao n -+ oo, and so c = 0 • 
o(l) as n-+ oo 
A (k-1) 1 
' > - • p p 
provided 
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We now show, as promised, that we can find a nequence 
in fj._) (R) such that 
(u) of functions 
n 
1 1 - 1 
<J~11aun(x) p'dx)p' < A(!)P 
n 
and which satisfies the other properties demanded of (u ) • 
n 
We define u1 (x) = exp( -
1
2),lxl < 1, l~~x 
0 < u < 1 ; 
- 1-
decreasing on [O,l]. 
0 < u < 1~ 
- n -
1 
= (nPvflau1(nx)lpvdx)p' 
1 
i d -, 
= n(Jlau1 (y)IP ~)P 
1-!. 
= (n) p . 11 aul 11 p' 
1 
= 11 a ul 11 p' . <!) -p . 
u1 is even and 
Then u 
n 
is in 
\ 
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